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Abstract (Audio-visual and interpersonal communication)
Starting from the fact that in relation to the human universe inside the screens, the spectator is either a direct interlocutor
(because the people on the screen look him/her in the eye and address him/her directly), or a witness to the real interpersonal
communications in the ﬁlm universe, there is a communication established between the Human and the Screen, similar to
interpersonal communication. Starting from this observation, we initiated the analogy of communication model between
interpersonal and audio-visual communication. Interpersonal communication thus provides the functional model for the
study of the act of communication through ﬁlm and television and the analysis of the non-verbal component of interpersonal
communication brings a referential/theoretical support for the study of the ﬁlmic expression and a series of body language
correspondences in speciﬁc elements of audio-visual language.
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Rezumat (Comunicare audio-vizuală și interpersonală)
Plecând de la faptul că, în raport cu universul uman din interiorul ecranelor, spectatorul este ﬁe un interlocutor direct
(pentru că oamenii de pe ecran îl privesc în ochi și i se adresează direct), ﬁe un martor al realului comunicări interpersonale
în universul ﬁlmului, există o comunicare stabilită între Om și Ecran, similară cu comunicarea interpersonală. Pornind de
la această observaţie, am iniţiat analogia modelului de comunicare între comunicarea interpersonală și audio-vizuală.
Comunicarea interpersonală oferă astfel modelul funcţional pentru studiul actului de comunicare prin ﬁlm și televiziune și
analiza componentei non-verbale a comunicării interpersonale aduce un suport referenţial/teoretic pentru studiul expresiei
ﬁ lmice și o serie corespondenţe de limbaj corporal în elemente speciﬁce ale limbajului audio-vizual.
Cuvinte cheie limbaj audio-vizual, comunicare interpersonală, televiziune, cinema, limbaj non-verbal

“ e most exciting surface of the earth is the human face,
because it represents, as said Cicero – the image of the Soul.”
(Lichtenberg)
1. In the screens that surround us today, we invariably see Humans. We see
and hear them, surprised by their diversity of appearance, character, way of life
or way of being. Everything relates to Man and revolves around him. In front of
the people who are presented on the screen, the spectator/receiver is placed in two
positions. e rst is that in which he/she is a dialogue partner, direct interlocutor
of the speech initiated from the screen, the characters look at him/her directly
and address him/her personally (the news announcer, weather, sports, or talk
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show moderator look directly into the camera lens which personi es the entity
of the receiver). e second position is a spectator-witness, a detached observer
of the actions or dialogues between the people he/she sees on the screen. In
this situation, the spectator is a witness (from the front of the screen) to human
(interpersonal) communication that takes place between real characters in the
action of the lm. In both described situations, between the spectator and the
cinematic man, a particular type of communication is realized, similar to the
interpersonal communication; with the mention that, in this case, the spectator is
real, and the interlocutor (the character on the screen) is virtual.
Interpersonal communication thus provides a reference model for the study
of the act of audio-visual communication. Obviously, we are not talking about
a real interpersonal communication, but only a similarity of model, because
interpersonal communication involves not only the exchange of verbal and
visual information, but also, those through other sensory pathways (tactile and
olfactory). In the case of television and lm, we limit ourselves (for instance) to
the exchange of sound and visual information.
I see this analogy of a communication model supported by three arguments.
One comes from the consistency of visual stimuli that, in the lm image, are
plausible copiers of reality. e fact that the screen reproduces identically the
colours, brightness, contours closer and closer to those of the human visual
system (see the de nition of 4K, 8K), to which the searches for three-dimensional
reproduction are added, make the “feeling” of the real to be plausible and
conventionally accepted as such. At the theatre, we accept the butaphoric
construction as an index of an imagined reality, as well as in the case of the
cinema screen. In front of the cinematic projection, the spectator “experiment a
decrease in the threshold of vigilance, aware that he/she is in a performance hall
(n. n. in front of a screen), he/she suspends any action and partially renounces any
proof of reality.”1
e impression of reality is complemented by the coherence of the discourse
constructed by ction: “strongly subordinated to the system of plausibility,
organized in such a way that each element of ction seems to respond to an
organic need and appear as obligatory to a supposed reality, the diegetic universe
acquires the consistency of a possible world, whose construction, arti ce and
arbitrariness are masked in favour of an apparent natural… it gives ction the
appearance of an eventual emergence, of spontaneity of the real.”2
In addition, it is worth mentioning the current technical trends which, (along
with the development of three-dimensional – 3D – projection that reproduces
the type of human volumetric perception), are introducing tactile or odorizing
components in the reception of lms. For example, Cinema 7D includes threedimensional visual e ects, 360 degrees, the perception of gravity through chairs
with movement and vibration, tactile perception through water and wind jets,
olfactory perception through odorants associated with visually described spaces.
In interpersonal communication, changing the roles, from receiver to
sender and back, can be done at any time. In television reception, however, we
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have a unilateral and unidirectional exchange of information, from the screen
to the viewer (from virtual to real), although the trends of interactivity are more
and more present. ere are almost no television programs without a minimal
interactive component (telephone, text messages, on-line feed-back, etc.…). e
wide present crawls (moving text strip) expose in real time the reactions and
opinions of those who watch, minimal but real forms of interactivity. However,
the pronounced development of interactivity is more visible in the new-media
space where information platforms have, almost without exception, interactivity
forums.
2. In this context of communication paradigm, the next step goes towards
understanding the speci c aspects of tele-visual communication starting from
the analogy of functional model between audio-visual and interpersonal media
communication.
In the simplest way, interpersonal communication is de ned as an exchange
of information between people, through verbal and non-verbal means, and as
a follow, we have a correspondence between the visual segment of audio-visual
expression and the non-verbal component of interpersonal communication.
e theory of non-verbal communication starts from two premises. e rst
would be that any movement of the human body is a sensor / translator of the
inner states of the being, regardless of the culture, race, or civilization of which
the individual is part. ese movements of the body (of the di erent parts of the
body), starting from the limbs to the most subtle movements of the face, are not
accidental and are not performed without a cause that has no correspondent in
a state of mind. Any of these movements actually materialize directly, as a stateform-image translator, the person’s inner states at that moment.
e second premise starts from the observation that “the same mental state
is expressed throughout the world with remarkable uniformity and is a proof of
the close resemblance of the body structure and mental disposition of all human
races.”3
us, the forms of bodily manifestation, as well as the capacity or the
code to decipher the meanings of these movements are universally human:
“the physiognomy and the gaze of a man are forms of universal language. It is
incredible how the expression of the face and the look, anywhere in the world,
instantly betrays joy, sadness, hatred, indi erence, anger…”4
Unconsciously or consciously, intentionally or unintentionally, man sends
and receives non-verbal messages, and based on them, judgments are issued
and decisions are made based on a code that is genetically integrated into every
human being, regardless of culture, race, or education.
e analysis of sign language shows us that it can be articulated in a
communication system, as a universal “speechless” language, understood
everywhere and unequivocally.
“ e expression of emotions is innate and instinctive… conventional
expressions or gestures, acquired by the individual in the early period of life,
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would probably have been di erent in di erent races, just like the languages they
speak.”5
But there were also voices that were not convinced about this universality of
understanding body-language. e American psychologist Otto Klineberg gives
the example of opposite meanings for the same facial expressions in di erent
spaces and civilizations. According to him, the smile would express di erent
emotions in the populations of the East, compared to those in the West: “For a
European, a smile means pleasure while for a Japanese it can also mean agreement
with the punishment administered and association with the indignation of the
one administering the punishment.”6
Based on Klinenberg’s observations that suggest a distinct cultural speci city
of emotions, American psychologist Paul Ekman starts from the idea that facial
expressions are programmed as a natural transcription of emotions and de nes
two types of facial expressions: one hereditary and the other learned through
education.
us, both a genetically acquired component (universal human)
and a component determined by the social, cultural environment in which the
individual is formed are identi ed in body language.
3. Christian Metz proposes a link between lmic expression (seen as a
reconstructive/copying language of reality) and the non-verbal component of
interpersonal communication, identifying correspondents in terms of cinematic
language of the two components of non-verbal expression (genetic and acquired
through education), in speci c codes, which he calls anthropological-cultural.

Figure 1. Scheme of equivalence between audio-visual language and
nonverbal language
ey are either inherited natively, as is the perceptual code, or are developed
through experience, such as recognition and iconic ones (with their speci c
rules). Along with these systems, Metz identi es a series of specialized subcodes such as those that “govern the combination of images (iconographic codes,
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framing grammar, editing rule, narrative function codes) that are acquired only
in precise cases – on them is exercised a semiology of lmic discourse (opposite
and complementary to a possible semiology of cinematic language.”7
Graphically transposing this vision (see gure) to which we associate the
other arguments previously invoked, we can outline a possible structural model
of communication that connects the human/interpersonal model with the lmic
one in which the visual component has as referential support the non-verbal
theory.
A provocative contribution and direction of research is brought by the
linguist Edward Sapir who analyses the “body text” using the term kines- as a
distinct, indivisible body representation ( gure), with its own meaning and
message, considered basic unit (as a minimally reducible segment of a body
movement/attitude).
us, similar to a phonetic alphabet, several kinemes,
or combinations of kines-kinemes are identi ed. Eco sees in the game and the
relation of kinemas the possibility of their syntactic articulation, which reveals
large codeable syntagmatic units: “(…) from this point of view it is interesting
to note that the system, the code, the convention, and therefore (upstream) the
ideology are present even where I assumed total spontaneity. Here, too, semiology
triumphs in its own ways, which means translating nature into society and
culture.”8
Ray Birdwhistell thus elaborates a conventional system of gestural movements,
establishing wider semantic units generated by the combination of kinemas –
thus obtaining the kinemorpheme as the primary unit of meaning, expressed
through body images. Kinema is visible as an image, while kinemorpheme is a
sign or (sème). In semantics, séme means the minimum unity of meaning. e
term was introduced by the Belgian linguist Éric Buyssens, as an “ideal procedure
that allows communication” and assimilates the notion of “atom of meaning”.
Continuing the direction initiated by Sapir, Ray Birdwhistell (1952) elaborates a
system of equivalences, between the kinetic and the linguistic units as follows:
Kinema – phoneme,
Kinemorfeme – morpheme,
Complex of Kinemorfemes – Words
Complex kinemorphic structures – Sentences.
us, the idea was that, like the verbal language, the gestural language is
double articulated, the gestures being composed of 50-60 fundamental kineme
units (in the verbal language approximately 45 phonemes are de ned). ese
are structured in a system of gestural signs regulated, like verbal language, by a
grammar: “Just as the meaning of a sentence takes shape when we perceive the
whole sentence (and not just the words taken separately), so the gestural semantics
it is deduced by decoding a set of elements (mimicry, posture, gesture) followed in
their temporal development.”9
e receiver of the lmic expression does not have an iconic re ection
of reality in the cinematic projection, but rather a translation of it (through
the material e ects of bodily expression), legible by decoding gestural signs:
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“ e body allows the production of speci c images, mimetic or gestural, with
illustrative, expressive functions, intended for coded communication. rough
these, the body becomes gurative and replaces the signs issued by voice. is
is how facial expressions or postures express spontaneously and in a much more
universal way than verbal expression, emotional or intellectual states.”10
ree distinct segments of visual-bodily signs are identi ed through which
the individual relates and interacts non-verbally; body gestures and movements
(kinesics) and arrangement/placement (intentional or unintentional) of the bodies
in space (proxemics).
Language through gestures and body movements are described through
kinetics (kinesics), in a unitary discipline that studies the set of behavioural signs
emitted naturally or culturally, encoding human gestures as signi cant units
organized in a system.
All forms of bodily expression (mime, gestures, movements, postures) are
universal human elements, subject to visual decoding in the act of inter-human
communication, in the same way, common to all humans, as in a universal
language:
“Does this body atlas of images present a unity, can we bring these various
types of images together in a single beam or do we have to analyse them separately,
without commonalities? A er all, does the rooting of images in the body imply
that they derive entirely from it, or can we see a non-empirical component being
drawn in the genesis of images?”11

Figure 2. Frank Hertz – Ten minutes older
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In Frank Hertz’s lm Ten minutes older, the face of a child watching a puppet
show is lmed continuously for several minutes. e plot on the stage, unseen
by the spectator, is instantly translated by the child’s mimicry that passes into
an uninterrupted ow of gestures, from states of joy, to emotion, to panic, to
fear, and tenderness. e scene of life is translated in the mirror into a set of
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facial expressions, which can be universally recognized and interpreted in their
meanings. e example symbolically illustrates and nuances the direct meaning
of the equation of television communication; in front of the action on the unseen
stage (outside the eld) of the puppet show – seen symbolically as an illustration
of the show of life (reality), the child’s physiognomy in the foreground (visualized
by the kinematic projection of celluloid frames that iconically copy the child’s
real presence) translates reality for the viewer of the lm, directly, through a set
of non-verbal signs. e receiver of the lmic expression does not have in the
kinematic projection an iconic re ection of the reality, but rather a translation
of it (through the material e ects of the corporal expression), legible by decoding
the gestural signs.
4. Body-language with its universal component and constituted as a source
language and reference model for television expression, imprints the same
dimension and the art of cinema, which today seems to be assimilated as an
international language.
e idea of a language that would make possible the communication
between human communities so di erent in terms of civilization and culture
appeared long before the appearance of the lm, which can be seen today as a true
integrator in this regard. Patrice Flichy (1999) describes the initiatives to create
a universal language, which emerged in the French post-revolutionary circles,
as a tool through which the new type of society proposed by the revolutionary
ideology, to consolidate its position. Condorcet, Delournel, Daunou are among
those who intuited the power and need to “seek the foundations common to all
languages and to nd that lost universal language.”
Attempts to arti cially create (re-create) a universal language failed, but it
took shape, unexpectedly, with the emergence of the art of cinema as a form of
communication with independent and universal language. Universality did not
need to be fabricated by arti cial codes because it came from within, naturally,
from the very universality of the genetic code of the human being, visually
represented by non-verbal elements.
Bela Balazs observes that the lm is born in Europe, the speci c language
is a rmed in America, and the way in which, through the lm, the spectator is
introduced in the universe of action, the lmic expression approaches the Asian
artistic thought: “Man has produced images all over the world, starting from
prehistory to the present day.
We all consider ourselves able to recognize a gurative image regardless of
its historical and cultural context. It was this type of nding that made us believe,
for a while, that silent cinema was a universal language.”12
Jean Epstein speaks of cinema as a universal language, arguing that there
is no cinematic language associated with a cultural community: “ e essential
character of this non-language is its universality, it can circumvent the obstacle
to the diversity of national languages.”13 Renee Clair saw the lm as a “universal
Esperanto” and Louis Delluc as “a huge means of conversation for peoples”,
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“Music of light that does not need translation, is understood by all and allows to
nd a kind of natural state of language prior to the arbitrariness of languages.”14
Obviously, a nuance is needed and this occurs between the processes of
perception and interpretation. At the same time, visual perception, through its
unitary gear, also becomes an element that juxtaposes the universality of gestural
semantics in the pro ling of lmic expression as a universal language: “ e
Cinema takes us with our acquired psychological complexity to the great true
language, primordial, synthetic, visual language apart from sounds.”15
Identifying the gestural signs of interpersonal communication, as visual
signs, their presence in audio-visual expression is becoming visible, as well and
their equivalence as elements of audio-visual media code (by virtue of the analogy
between interpersonal communication and that achieved through television/
cinema previously initiated). e camera recomposes kinetic representations,
which in combination develop into signs and syntagmatic units.
As a conclusion, we are outlining the idea of the body-language constituted as
a source language and reference model for the audio-visual language, its universal
expression imprints the same dimension to the cinematographic art, which today
seems to be assimilated as a language common to mankind.
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